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Overview of today’s presentation



Learning analytics dashboards

FeedbackAction



Are dashboards effective?

For whom are dashboards effective,

why and in what context?



Dashboard design shortcomings

1. Task-level feedback (Matcha et al., 2019)

 

2. Limited student involvement (Dollinger & Lodge, 2018; West et al. 2020)

3. “One-size-fits-all” designs (Teasley, 2017; Gašević et al., 2016)
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Include process-level feedback

 
Large scale field study with a customisable dashboard: 

● goal setting
● indicator selection

Effects of learner goals (Schunk, 2012) & SRL skills 
(Zimmerman, 1990) on indicators selection

& our approach



For whom are dashboards effective, why and in what context?

Meaningful data Self-regulated 
learning

Learner goals



If learners have the choice to configure the data on their own dashboard... 

- RQ1: What data do they first choose to monitor?

- RQ2: Is there a relationship between the way learners formulate their
goals and the indicators they choose to monitor?

- RQ3: Is there a relationship between the way learners formulate their
goals, their SRL skills and the indicators they choose to monitor?



The widget



 Select 3-6 indicators

Indicator descriptions

Goal input

Embedded SRL 
questionnaire + 
demographics



Change settings

Show explanations



Task-level:
Content progress indicators

Process-level: 
Learning behaviour indicators

● Completed course activities

● Submitted discussion prompts

● Completed graded assignments

● Completed reading assignments

● Completed videos

● Current course grade

● Content revision

● Engagement in discussions

● Productivity

● Online presence*

● Timing of starting activities

● Timing of completing activities



Methods



Teachers
39 (±10) years old
Highly educated 

- 30% PhD, 45% Masters

Data collection: 19 weeks

Coursera MOOCs
Students, consultants, managers
32 (±11) years old
Educated 

- 3% PhD, 38% Masters

Data collection: 14 weeks



Indicator selection data:
● 12 binary variables
● Ordinal: Number of indicators selected (3-6)

Goal data - Schunk (2012):
● Learning component: knowledge, understanding, skills, transfer
● Performance component: complete the course, certificate
● Time frame

SRL data - SOL-Q-R (Jansen et al., 2018) 
● Metacogn. Before learning
● Metacogn. after learning
● Time management
● Help seeking



RQ1 Indicator selection
Frequencies
Compare the two courses (Chi-square, Mann-Whitney)

RQ2 Goals  indicator selection

Regressions: course, 3 binary goal variables (goal components)

RQ3 Goals + SRL  indicator selection

Regressions: course, 3 binary goal variables, 4 SRL subscale scores





Results



RQ1 Indicator selection
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RQ2 Goals ----> indicator selection
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RQ2 Goals ----> indicator selection



RQ3 Goals, SRL ----> indicator selection



RQ3 Goals, SRL ----> indicator selection



RQ3 Goals, SRL ----> indicator selection



RQ3 Goals, SRL ----> indicator selection



Findings

● Learners focus on content progress indicators.
○ Easy to understand & immediately actionable
○ Paradox of choice (Schwarz, 2004)
○ Feedback literacy (Carless, 2018)

● The way learners formulate goals does not predict their 
monitoring choices.
○ Same choices, but different motivations, insights and interpretation



Findings

● Time management predicts use of procrastination indicators.
○ TM is weakly positively associated with academic online achievement 

(Broadbent, 2017).
○ What about learners with lower time management skills?

● Help seeking predicts monitoring engagement in discussion.
○ What about learners who don’t know where to seek help?

● Course is a significant predictor for multiple indicators.
○ Demographics
○ Course design (peer assignments)



Engaging Students in the Design 
of Learning Analytics Tools

An Exploratory Sequential Mixed Method Study*

Jacqueline Wong
Ioana Jivet

Manuel Valle Torre

Gabrielle Martins van Jaarsveld
Martine Baars
Marcus Specht

*Manuscript in preparation



Crafting dashboard indicators

FeedbackAction



Our approach for crafting dashboard indicators

Input: 
● Current practice
● Needs and wants



What information and tools do students use 
when studying?  



How can we address these needs with learning analytics? 



Qualitative

Semi-structured interview
11 EUR Psychology students 

Coded summary 

Quantitative 

42 items describing 
pieces of information 

SRL skills (SOL-Q-R)

Reference frames



Qualitative Study



Main Question: Could you describe how you approach learning?
Sub Question : Do you set goals or plan for what you are going to study? Could you give an example of your goal / plan? (Would 

you specify a time frame? If so, what time-frame would you use?)
Tooling Question: What information do you use or what information do you think you might need for setting goals or planning? 

(e.g., deadlines or course schedule)

Zimmerman (2009)

Semi-structured interview



“Yeah, it would maybe be nice to to sort of keep a record of what you study 
yourself, or how long you study. So you can look back at that, and you can 
see how much time you spent studying each topic. So you know, what took 
you more time, what took you less time. And that also shows some kind 
of growth, or what some topics you struggled with, or what you found 
easy, or maybe what you didn't spend enough time on.”

Coding

Self-reflection: Information and Tooling



performance

study behaviours

interpretative (complex information)

course requirements

deadlines

content of the course

course characteristics

The criteria for passing the course

The due date of assignments

A detailed list of topics in the course.

An indication of the time needed to complete a module 
(e.g., "Module 1 takes approximately 2 hours.")

Information about how close to the deadline you submit 
your assignments

Information about how well you are progressing in the 
course assignments

Information about how effective your study behaviours 
are (e.g., how procrastination affects your learning)

Resulting Categories of Information



study behaviours
● The total amount of time you spent studying.

● The amount of time you spent on each topic, week, or study session to find your study pattern.

● Information about how late you start an activity after it has been assigned to you

● Information about how close to the deadline you submit your assignments

● Information about how focused you are when studying

● Information about how productive you are at different moments of the day (e.g., morning, afternoon, evening)

● Information about how productive you are when experiencing different moods (e.g.,boredom, enjoyment, anxiety)

● Information about how productive you are when studying in different environment (e.g.,location, noise).

● A list of the strategies you use when studying (e.g., highlighting, summarizing, creating mindmaps)

● An overview of how often you use certain study strategies

● Information about how often you try different study strategies to get better grades

● Information about the quality of your study products (e.g., summaries or notes) and how it compares to peers
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Interpretative (complex information)

● Information about how effective your study behaviours are (e.g., how procrastination affects your learning)

● Information about how effective your study strategies are (e.g., how notetaking or making summaries affect 
your learning)

● Information about how well you follow your planning

● Information about how often you change your planning

● Information about how accurate the course estimation is for you (e.g., You spent 20% more time on this 
topic than estimated by the course instructor.)

● Information about how accurate you are in estimating the time you need for studying (e.g., You spent 10% 
less time on this activity than what you planned for it.)



Quantitative Study



Not 
important 

at all 

Slightly 
important Important Highly important Extremely 

important I don't know 

The learning objectives of 
the course o o o o o o
The due date of 
assignments o o o o o o
The content that other 
students find important. o o o o o o

Information about how well 
you follow your planning o o o o o o
Information about how 
confident you are that you 
have mastered a topic

o o o o o o

… o o o o o o

Please rate how important you consider the following information when studying. 

Survey Part I: 42 Information Items



Social Current peers 

Current peers with high performance  

Current peers with similar goals 

Past students who completed the course 

Goal Goals set by the teacher 

Your goals for this course 

Self Your own past performance 

Survey Part II: Reference frames

Wise et al. (2014), Lim et al. (2019), Jivet et al. (2020) 

Work in 
progress



Implications and the future

● Explore customisable dashboards 
Kitto et al. (2020), Ochoa & Wise (2020)

● Effect of student agency

● Assist the development of feedback literacy and data literacy
○ Preconfigured dashboards
○ Nudges (Thaler & Sustain, 2008)

● Crafting learning behaviour indicators
○ Meaningful feedback → Relevant data sources



Work in progress

● Widget & Coursera log processing code available on

● Expand data collection on survey What information do 
students want?



Thank 
you!

jivet@dipf.de

@IoanaJJ

Ioana Jivet Jacqueline Wong
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